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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Machine Learning is…. 
 

...A type of computational science, associated with information architecture, systems 

management, and information technology. The idea behind machine learning is that a 

machine will learn and adapt to input that comes through as a result of the instruction and 

response of the machine. In this sense, machine learning is a special kind of computer science. 

This special kind of “machine learning” is a more complex phenomenon than “interferior 

knowledge” — 

It may not have been obvious until the part with “interferior knowledge,” but the above 

paragraph was generated by a machine. The only part that was written by a human was the 

beginning of the sentence, “Machine Learning is,” which I provided. Written by the XLNet  

Case model from HuggingFace.co, the program still has places to improve, but that is where a 

human would come and edit the parts that didn’t quite make sense. (For this thesis’ sake, I have 

kept it in its unedited form). Overall, XLNet generates text that sounds human-passable, and 

it’s also able to build around a new prompt based on its pretrained knowledge. This 

collaboration between machines and humans on improving text generation is on what natural 

language processing focuses. XLNet, while on the cutting edge of machine learning, is already 

being surpassed by bigger models. However, it still deserves recognition for what it does bring 

to the field of natural language processing. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Background 

2.1 Natural Language Processing 
 

Natural Language Processing is a branch of artificial intelligence that focuses on 
 

computers understanding, interpreting, and manipulating human language. Its pursuit is to fill in 

the gap between human communication and computer understanding [1]. Text generation is a 

field within NLP, focusing on having machines generate text, usually with the goal of satisfying 

communicative requirements. That means that the generated text is human-passable. The 

performance of this machine depends on how well it can learn how to write like a human. 

Machine learning involves a system learning patterns from a given data. In order to teach 

a machine how to write, it would be given copious amounts of text input to train on, eventually 

reaching the point where it can predict words to generate sentences with minimal human 

supervision. The performance of this text generation is usually measured by how natural the 

writing is, and how close it falls to human writing. This begs the question: what differentiates 

machine writing from human writing? 

Machines learn how to write from humans. Humans also learn how to write from 

humans. However, models are fundamentally formulaic, requiring some sort of input to begin 

generating. In contrast, humans can be inspired indirectly when writing, and sometimes they 

write without a conscious purpose in mind. That type of writing leans more towards creative. 

Overall, humans can go into writing with some context on why they are writing, and this can 

influence different factors of the writing. Recent advances in natural language processing 

have been in expanding the algorithms’ abilities to retain contextual information. One of the 

tools used to aid algorithms in understanding context is tokenization. This is a vital part of 
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working with text data, and where the text is broken down in a way that the machine can 

understand it. 

Tokenization separates a text into smaller pieces called tokens. These tokens are then 

used to create a vocabulary for the model. This vocabulary is the goal of tokenization, where the 

model uses its collection of tokens to generate text, based on how it understands the 

relationship between tokens and the probability that a certain token will precede or follow 

another token [2]. 

Better text generation, or natural language generation, means a better version of the 

Turing Test. Automating the creation of technical manuals, or any body of text, given some 

information for the machine to learn first is similar to a human researching a topic before writing 

a paper on it. If we look at the more creative side of text generation, an improvement in this field 

could aid in human creativity, whether it’d be generating human prompts or creating a game 

design feature where an adaptive game narrative replaces preprogrammed story branches. A 

model that knows what human writing looks like will be able to discriminate against what is not 

human writing, or different types of specific writing. In creating advancements to accomplish the 

above tasks, the models must expand the context of what it’s written in the past to determine 

what to write in the future. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

What Came before XLNet 
 

3.1 RNNs 
 

To teach a computer how to understand text like a human, one should give it a brain like 

a human, right? In the 1960s, neural networks were created to work the way we thought human 

brains worked, in order to recognize relationships between vast amounts of data. While 

traditional deep neural networks assumed inputs were independent of each other, there was no 

notion of a sequence of inputs. Therefore, the model is unable to remember anything about what 

happened in the past, besides this training. This becomes an issue in text prediction because the 

model isn’t really looking at a broader scope of what it is writing. An example of this is a 

Markov chain. A Markov chain is a mathematical system that describes a sequence of possible 

events, where the probability of each event is dependent on what state the previous event 

attained. Although the chain can learn from previous states one event at a time, it is unable to 

consider the full chain of prior states, which makes producing context-dependent content 

difficult or impossible [3]. Therefore, expanding the memory of past events becomes a goal for 

improvement. This is where Recurrent Neural Networks come in. 

A Recurrent Neural Network, or RNN, considers the output from previous steps as input 

to the current step. It contains an internal memory, holding the past and the recent past. 

Therefore, the RNN recalls the previous state, and the sequence of data contains crucial 

information about what is coming next. It produces output, then remembers that output to loop 

back into the network. 
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Figure 1: An RNN character-level language model to be trained on the sequence “hello.” With 4-dimensional input 

and output layers and a hidden layer of 3 units (neurons), the diagram shows the activations when the RNN is given 

the characters “hell” as input. The output layer contains confidences the RNN assigns for the next character. We 

want the green numbers (the next correct character) to be high, and the red numbers (the incorrect characters) to be 

low [5].  

In Figure 1’s example, the first step has the RNN assign prediction confidences of 
 

each possible letter in the vocabulary (“h, e, l, o”) with the goal of increasing the confidence of 

the correct next character and decreasing the confidence of the other characters. After updating 

the parameters of the RNN, the process is repeated until the correct characters are consistently 

predicted next. These parameter updates at the end of each iteration allows the model to learn 

from its previous runs and sharpen its prediction ability. 

As impressive as this innovation was, RNN still had a big limitation: a lack of long-term 

dependency. This is the knowledge of important words from an earlier section of a document to 

determine the words in a subsequent part. RNNs have short term dependencies, which mean that 

while they can remember a couple prior words of context, over time the context information falls 
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off exponentially [5]. This affects performance and will lead to repetitious or even nonsensical 

output. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) extended RNNs, which means it extended their 

memory and therefore were able to learn from important experiences with big lags in time in 

between. LSTM still ran into the same issue of long-term dependencies. 

 
 
 

3.2 Transformer-XL 
 

Since RNNs have the issue of long-term dependencies, a technique called attention was 

created for use in neural networks. The attention mechanism looks at the input sequence and 

decides which parts are important at each step. Attention focuses on a subset of information 

given to determine what keywords the network should pay attention to, determining the weights 

of each token. The Transformer architecture uses attention modules to learn the dependencies 

between all tokens in a segment at once. It uses an encoder to read in-text input and a decoder to 

produce an output for the task [6, 7]. 

Transformer-XL is a language model that combines the approaches of RNN and 
 

Transformers. Created by researchers at Google and Carnegie Mellon University in 2019, it uses 

the Transformer’s attention modules on each sequence of input data, and a recurrence mechanism 

to learn dependencies between consecutive segments. It relies heavily on the original 

Transformer but also introduced two techniques in its creation: Recurrent Mechanism and 

Relative Positional Encoding to overcome the shortcomings of basic Transformer. 

The goal of the recurrence mechanism is to allow long-term dependencies via 

information access from previous segments. Transformer-XL processes the first segment of 

tokens but keeps the outputs of the layers. At each processed segment, each hidden layer receives 
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two inputs: the output of the previous hidden layer of that segment, and the output of the 

previous layer from the previous segment. The latter allows the model to create long-term 

dependencies. Since the original positional encoding handles each segment separately, tokens 

from different segments will have the same positional encoding. Thus, relative positional 

encoding was introduced, based on the relative distance between tokens, not their absolute 

position [8]. 

The original Transformer-XL paper applies the model to a variety of datasets in order to 

compare benchmarks against state-of-the-art systems at time of publication. 

 

 
Table 1: WikiText-103, the largest word-level language modeling benchwork with long-term dependency, allows 

testing of long-term dependency modeling due to an average length of 3.6K tokens per article [9]. 

Transformer-XL reduces the previous state of the art perplexity from 20.5 to 18.3, which 

shows the superiority of the Transformer-XL architecture to prior comparable architectures [9]. 
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Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on One Billion Words. This benchmark does not 

preserve long term dependency due to sentence shuffling, so this dataset mainly tests the ability to model 

short-term dependencies [9]. 

Though Transformer-XL is designed to focus on capturing longer-term dependencies, it 

still improves the SoTA in this benchmark. Transformer-XL outperforms the contemporary 

method using vanilla Transformers from Baevski and Auli (2018), which suggests that the 

advantage of Transformer-XL can be generalized to modeling short sequences. 
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3.3 BERT 
 

Transformer-XL was not the only Transformer-based language model created. Standard 

conditioning models can only be trained from left-to-right or right-to-left. They can only have 

one direction. The use of a deep bidirectional representation can be reasoned as being more 

powerful than a left-to-right model or possibly concatenated left-to-right and then right-to-left 

models. What bidirectionality offers is more context. Transformers, since they have access to all 

positions in a sequence of words at once, is technically nondirectional. In this case, it could be 

redefined as bidirectional, since this trait allows the model to learn the context of a word based 

on its all surroundings [10]. With this change in perspective, this is where BERT, which stands 

for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, comes in. Created in October 

2018, BERT applies the training of Transformer to language modelling. The biggest takeaways 

from BERT are its training strategies: Masked LM and Next Sentence Prediction. 

 
3.3.1 Masked LM 

 
One of the issues of training a language model on bidirectionality is that doing so would 

indirectly allow the model to “see itself” at a current word, and thus the model could guess that 

word trivially without learning from the context around it. Therefore, during training, 15% of the 

words in each word sequence are replaced with a [MASK] token at random. The model then 

attempts to predict the original value of the masked words using the context provided by the 

other, non-masked words in the sequence. 

It can be noted that BERT doesn’t replace all the 15% masked words. Of those token 

positions in the 15%: 
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● 80% are replaced with [MASK] tokens 
 

● 10% are replaced with a random token 
 

● 10% are unchanged 
 

This mitigates the mismatch between pre-training and fine-tuning down the road. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: BERT’s language modeling task. Masking 15% of the words in the input at random, and using the model 

output a prediction for the missing word [11]. 
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3.3.2 Next Sentence Prediction 

 
This task is based on understanding the relationship between subsequent sentences in a 

text. By taking pairs of sentences as input (A and B), the model learns to predict if the second 

sentence (B) is the true subsequent sentence (follows A) in the original document. During this 

training, sentence B will be the correct subsequent sentence 50% of the time. For the rest of the 

time, B will be a random sentence from the document. 
 

 
Figure 3: BERT input representation. [CLS] token is inserted at the beginning of the first sentence. A [SEP] token is 

inserted at the end of each sentence. Sentence embedding indicates whether a token belongs to Sentence A or 

Sentence B. Positional Embedding indicates a token’s position in the sequence. Positional Embedding indicates a 

token’s position in the sequence [12]. 

This task trains the model in understanding the relationships between sentences, which is 

not directly emphasized in language modeling. Both tasks contribute to training the BERT 

model to comprehend a language model that does not only focus on the words that are left and 

right of each other, but sentences as well; the capacity for memory and dependency expands. 
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General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark is a collection of 

diverse natural language understanding tasks. 

 

 
Table 3: BERTBASE and BERTLARGE outperform all systems on all GLUE tasks, with a 4.5% and 7.0% 

respective average accuracy improvement over previous state-of-the-art [12]. 

At the time it was published, BERT outperformed other SoTA models, including OpenAI 

GPT. BERTBASE and OpenAI GPT are nearly identical in regard to their model architecture, 

besides the attention masking of BERT. On the official GLUE leaderboard, BERTLARGE scores 

80.5, while OpenAI GPT has 72.8 at the time BERT was published [12]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

XLNET 

Looking at the previous sections, we can see a strong foundation of advances in natural 

language processing. Therefore, it would be fitting that the next thing after BERT would be built 

on top of these foundations. Created in 2019 by researchers from Carnegie Mellon University, 

XLNet takes the best advantages from Transformer-XL and BERT while mitigating their 

limitations. 

 
4.1 Training Objective 

 
The biggest contribution XLNet brings is its language modeling objective. By training an 

autoregressive model on all possible permutations of words in a sentence, it can capture general 

context, performing better on NLP tasks than BERT and Transformer-XL. 

Transformer-XL is an autoregressive model, meaning that it predicts the value at the next 

time step using observation from previous steps. Since AR language models are only trained to 

encode a unidirectional context (forward or backward), it does not do well in modeling 

bidirectional contexts [13]. 

On the other hand, BERT is an autoencoding model. It has the capability of modeling 

bidirectional contexts by using corrupted input (the [MASK]s) to reconstruct original text. 

However, BERT predicts masked tokens independently, so it doesn’t learn how they can 

influence each other. For example, when addressing “The [MASK] was [MASK] on the 

riverside,” BERT might assign high probabilities to (boat, beached) as well as (parade, 

held), which is correct. However, it might also think (parade, beached) is acceptable, 
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which teaches the model incorrect information about the relationship between these 

words [14]. 

What XLNet took from both language models is the masking model from BERT and the 

recurrence mechanism (as well as just the autoregressive nature overall) from Transformer-XL. 

XLNet predicts each word in a sequence by using any combination of the other words in that 

sequence. By creating different factorization orders of all the words in a sequence, it can pull as 

much information as possible through these permutations of tokens. Figure 4 depicts this 

factorization order model. 

 
 

Figure 4: Permutation Language Modeling objective predicting x3 with different factorization orders given the same 
input sequence x. Each factorization order takes in the x values that precede x3, which contribute to the prediction. 
Since every permutation is explored, the model will see all the words in the sequence and use that information to 
extract context for the missing word [15]. 
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It’s important to note that this prediction model—while based on BERT’s masked LM— 

does not need to rely on data corruption due to being a generalized AR language model. 

Therefore, it is not subject to the pretrain-finetune discrepancy BERT suffers from due to 

using artificial symbols. The autoregressive objective also eliminates the independent 

assumptions made in BERT since AR considers predictions universally [15]. 

How does XLNet know which word it is guessing, if it is not replacing the input with 

masks? There’s where attention masks come in. 

 
4.1.1 Attention Masks 

 
The model should know some information about the positions of the tokens in the 

sequence to accurately understand their relationships to one another. One solution to this is 

using the indices of the context tokens. XLNet uses positional information to token 

embeddings, which is permitted through the Transformer architecture. Shuffling the tokens 
 

would break the mechanism as well as disconnect the original context from the tokens. Instead, 

relative positional encodings based on the original sequence are used—and from those— 

permutations are created, which looks at the tokens in certain orders via indices. The model 

computes the context using the same token order as the original sequence, along with an 

attention mask over the tokens not in the context under consideration [14]. 
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 Attention Masks for [2,4,1,3]  

Context Token 1 Token 2 Token 3 Token 4 Position 

Token 1 0 1 0 1 Element 3 

Token 2 0 0 0 0 Element 1 

Token 3 1 1 0 1 Element 4 

Token 4 0 1 0 0 Element 2 
 
 

Figure 5: A table of attention masks. Each row depicts the binary attention mask for a given token. The last column 

communicates the index position of the token in the permutation. 1 indicates context that this token can see, and 0 is 

a mask.  

Fig. 5 depicts a table of attention masks for the permutation [2,4,1,3]. The current 
 

token’s position is always masked since it only looks at the context of the preceding tokens. 
 

Every token that comes after the position being calculated is masked, since it is not under 
 

consideration for that current calculation. To calculate the probability of Element 1 (Token 2), 

the model has no context because no other tokens have been seen by the model yet. Thus, the 

mask would be [0, 0, 0, 0]. For Element 2 (Token 4), the mask is [0, 1, 0, 0] since its only context 

is token 2. 
 

These attention masks enable the permutation model to look at all possible combinations 

for the tokens in the sequence without having to use artificial mask tokens like BERT or 

shuffling the original sequence. 
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Table 4: XLNetLARGE against BERTLARGE for several datasets. All models are trained using the same data and hyperparameters as 

BERT [15]. 

Table 4 compares the best performance of 3 different variants of BERT against XLNet. It 

is seen that XLNet outperforms BERT by a sizable margin on all datasets. 

 

 
Table 5: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on the test set of RACE and ClueWeb09-B. * indicates using 

ensembles. † indicates implementations of the original paper’s writers. Further details can be found in the original 

paper [15]. 

RoBERTa was a new model released after XLNet that was mainly based on BERT. Table 

5 depicts performance on RACE, a reading comprehension task, and ClueWeb09-B, a document 

ranking task. It is seen that XLnet performs better across the board for both tasks. It can be noted 

that the performance gain of XLNet is larger for tasks like RACE that involve longer contexts. 

This improvement performance could be attributed to the Transformer-XL backbone of XLNet 

[15]. 
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4.2 Applications of XLNet 
 

This section explores two examples of the application of XLnet to tasks in the Natural 

Language Processing field. 

 
4.2.1 Text Generation 

 
XLNet has the capacity to be fine-tuned to generate text in any direction due to using all 

permutations of the input sequence factorization order. In August 2020, a tutorial for 

implementing a bidirectional text generator using XLNet was posted on TowardsDataScience 

[16]. One of the advantages highlighted in the tutorial is the ability of XLNet to predict several 

related masked words while also considering previous context. The bidirectional text generator 

combines top-k sampling and beam search. 

 

 
Figure 6: The principal idea behind the bidirectional text generator, combining top-k sampling with beam search. 

Using this method allows for text generation on either side of a starting phrase, with the past context updating with 

each new iteration [16]. 
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The steps for each iteration of the model are as follows: 
 

1. Given a start phrase, the model generates right-to-left on its left side. From a certain 

number of generated beams, each next token candidate of the beam is selected by top-k 

sampling. 

2. A random beam from the top-k most probably beams are chosen and added to the start 

phrase. 

3. With the new start phrase, a certain number of beams are generated on the right side. 
 

4. A random beam from the top-k beams generated is selected and added onto the start 

phrase. This resulting phrase becomes the starting point for the next iteration. 

 
The text generator can generate around a given phrase, creating text before and after it. The 

article contains the completed notebook with the bidirectional text generator for hands-on 

experimenting. 
 
 

4.2.2 Sentiment Classification 
 

Sentiment classification is a type of text classification problem in NLP. Classifying text 

based on sentiment can bring insight to the model on what tokens determine the sentiment. 

Using the pretrained XLNet model form Huggingface Transformers Library, Shang Ghag 
 

fine-tuned an XLNet model to perform binary text classification in order to determine whether a 

given text portrays positive or negative sentiment [17]. Figures 7 and 8 depict the empirical 

results of the model on IMDB datasets. 
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Training Accuracy 98.5% 

Training Loss 0.086 

Validation Accuracy 94.03% 

Validation Loss 0.377 
Figure 7: Results of the sentiment classification task after three epochs of training. 

 
Testing Accuracy 95.6% 

Testing Loss 0.274 
Figure 8: Results of evaluating the model on testing data. The model does well on data it hasn’t seen before, and 

there is a small gap in performance from training and testing accuracy. 

The model was fine-tuned for binary classification and works well on IMDB datasets, 

which it was trained on. However, usage expands beyond that depending on the data. In 

sentiment classification, XLNet can connect the words and the contexts created to determine 

a binary classification of emotion, though it could be applied to a multi-class classification 

task. XLNet shows great promise in a wide variety of NLP applications. Libraries like 

Huggingface Transformers allow easier access to pretrained models, which make 

applications of XLNet for exploration of its capabilities readily testable. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Ethics 
With all these advancements and various real-life applications of language models, there 

have been ethical considerations and various missteps in the field of Natural Language 

Processing. Language models are trained on data gathered by humans, so at times what they 

learn from this data will reflect biases unintended by their creators. One prominent example is 

Microsoft’s Tay Bot. 

Tay was a chatbot Microsoft released in March 2016 as an experiment—a combination 

of machine learning, natural language processing, and social networks [18]. Designed to 

engage through tweets or direct messages to learn about language, the goal was for Tay to 

discover the patterns of language through interaction and then incorporate that in subsequent 

conversations. 

When Tay was released on Twitter, however, it only took a couple hours before trolls 

began interacting with the bot, using racist, misogynistic, and anti-Semitic language. From 

there, Tay’s capacity to learn meant she internalized some of the language she received from 

these interactions, and later repeated it in other conversations. Some saw Tay’s corruption as 

evidence of social media’s toxicity, while others found most of the fault lying in Microsoft’s 

lack of cognizance of the social context in which Tay was being released. The overall takeaway 

from Microsoft’s failure was that having computational systems that communicate and learn 

from real people online becomes a social endeavor, requiring understanding of what context the 

system is deployed in, and what it will learn from interactions in this context. This type of bias 

does not only need to be accounted for in bots and applications, but in language models 

themselves. 
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StereoSet is a dataset for evaluating racism, sexism, and stereotypes related to religion 

and profession in pre-trained language models. It measures the stereotype score as well as its 

underlying language model performance. The motivation for performing well on StereoSet is a 

language model that is fair and unbiased while also having a strong understanding of natural 

language. Created by AI researchers from MIT, Intel, and Facebook CIFAR, they performed a 

large-scale study and found that popular language models like XLNet and BERT among others 

exhibit strong stereotypical biases [19]. According to leaderboard on the StereoSet website, 

XLNet (large) has a lower stereotype score than both BERT models but is ultimately beaten by 

GPT-2. However, these existing models are still a large margin away from the ideal language 

model score of StereoSet as of April 2020. 

Concern over AI-generated content becomes justifiable due to the rising popularity of 

these language models in applications. The biases inherent in these models are not always 

considered by those who use it. With the advancements and vast improvements of language 

models, as well as their application into mainstream usage in the near future, it becomes 

important to be able to distinguish machine writing from human writing. One article discusses a 

study to detect the writing styles and signatures of various language models that can generate 

text in order to detect AI-generated content. Researchers at Penn State analyzed different state of 

the art natural language generators to detect whether each one had a distinct writing style and 

signature to differentiate it from human-written texts [20]. Their findings showed that the best 

text generating models at this time do not create high-quality human-mimicking texts yet. They 

can be identified by word count and linguistic features that are indicative of a machine’s 

straightforward understanding of language, rather than structures and understanding indicative of 

a human writing. 
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However, certain models such as GPT-2 were able to exceed expectations and surpass the 

detection methods of the researchers. These models generate more natural-sounding text. As 

newer language models are created, it will become more difficult to differentiate machine writing 

from human writing. With the previous examples where bias and stereotypes were 

unintentionally fed into and learned by the models, even with debiasing methods, these concerns 

about the usage and context in which language models are used must be continually addressed in 

the field. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we explore the architecture and models that came before XLNet and were 

used to build the foundation and performance that XLNet exemplifies. Along with this, we also 

acknowledge that while XLNet brings innovative methods to the field, it is still surpassed by 

newer models. GPT-2 was released a couple months before XLNet, and with giant parameters 

and pre-training data within its Transformer architecture, it is hailed as one of the best language 

models yet, surpassing BERT and XLNet in many tasks. GPT-3 was released in June 2020 and 

exceeds the parameters and performances of GPT-2. 

Still, there is emphasis placed on the ephemeral nature of this standing, as more 
 

advancements are made based on these models and the information they bring to the field of text 

generation. All of these models build off and learn from one another, creating new innovations in 

different directions. Similar to the goal of natural language processing, expanding the context of 

what came before a model and understanding how it got to its current state can lay the 

foundation of what will come next. Soon, there will be a newer model that surpasses GPT-3 and 

everything that came before it. However, it will be important to pay attention to what it 

surpasses, and what we can learn from this. 
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